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ABSTRACT 

To test high resolution and dynamic performance of star sensor, a method of consideration image motion on Modeling 
the motion blur of star sensor is proposed. Firstly, image motion geometric model based on the rotation of Starlight 
vector is studied. Secondly, with the help of the normal distribution of static star image energy model, introducing the 
star image motion speed, obtaining the energy distribution function of moving stars, implementing high dynamic simu-
lation of star map. Finally, establishing the simulation environment, through adjusting input parameters such as integral 
time, rate of change of three attitude angle, the launch time, location, then, important simulation data of stars observed 
by star sensor in orbit can quickly be obtained, such as navigation stars information, value and direction of image mo-
tion, intensity distribution, signal to noise ratio. This work is very important to research and evaluate the star image mo-
tion compensation algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

In the highly dynamic environment, the relative motion 
of the star sensor will inevitably cause star image blurred 
during exposure, so simulation model on star sensor im-
aging in-orbit must consider the impact of the blurring 
motion, in order to achieve a real sense of the dynamic 
simulation of star map.[1] In addition, the movement 
form of star sensor in-orbit is complex, and blurred star 
image differently along with projectile motion form var-
ies, but with the aid of simulation software, blur simula-
tion star map contained the single or multi-parameter can 
be easily obtained, providing the reference for the blur 
model and simulation of high resolution star sensor, 
which is very important to research and evaluate the star 
image motion compensation algorithm. [2-6]  

This article studies the mechanism of star sensor mo-
tion-blurred image. First of all, it researches on the en-
ergy distribution characteristics of movement star image. 
In the static state, star image energy is the normal distri-
bution in the dynamic case, because the centre of stars 
image moves continuously during the exposure, limited 
star light energy is spread in more pixels, and the distri-
bution areas are closely associated with the movement. 
Second, image motion model based on rotation of star 
light vector is studied, providing the beneficial reference 
for compensation of star sensor in-orbit. 

2. The Energy Distribution Characteristics 
of Moving Stars 

In the static state, star image energy satisfies the nor-
mal distribution. In order to obtain a higher star posi-
tioning accuracy, star sensor generally uses defocus 
technique, making stellar image point of the image plane 
a fuzzy spot that is distributed in the 3 × 3 pixels. The 
energy distribution in the image plane can be expressed 
by the 2D Gauss function.[7] 
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In the equation: I0 refers to the optical signal energy 
projected onto the photosensitive surface of APS during 
the T interval, which is determined by the magnitude, the 
lens diameter, and the detector quantum efficiency fac-
tors. ( , )c cx z  is star energy center (centroid), that is the 
star projected position in the imaging surface of the star 
sensor. psf  is Gaussian radius of star point energy dis-
tribution, which mainly depends on aberration optimiza-
tion and image plane defocused position during optical 
design stage. 

In the dynamic state, the star image center has been 
moving during the star imaging process, namely image 
motion. Limited star light energy spread in more pixels, 
and distributed region and movement form is closely 
related. Usually star sensor's exposure time is short (< 
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300 ms), the star point on the image plane can be ap-
proximately considered in uniform motion. Suppose the 
moving velocity of star image in the detector image plane 
is ( , )x zv v , when the exposure time is , the signal 
energy of star image that the (i, j) pixel receives is: 
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The (i, j) value is to take ( , )c cx z  as the central 
neighborhood, depending on star image distribution area. 

3. The Image Motion Model of Star Sensor 

Carrier movement generally is a compound movement 
combined by the linear motion, angular motion, vibration 
combination, and image motion of star block along with 
carrier varies. The influence of carrier angular motion on 
image motion and energy distribution of stars is the larg-
est. 

Suppose the angle between star light direction and op-
tical axis direction (ys) is   at t time, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Star image on point p of image plane. Within the 
exposure time, vector of Starlight turn of angle    

S t 

o p

, and the light spot in the image plane moves from 
point p to point . Takes APS  as the center of circle, 

APS  as the radius of arc, APS  and  cross 
at p" point, the turning angle is 

'p o
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'    . Image 
motion 'pp  can be viewed as synthesis of tangential 
image motion ''
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pp  and star image  along radial 
direction ''
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'p p  from selecting the  movement to  
points. And '' '
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p p  may be obtained by the star light 
vector -rotation and 

L

APSz APSx -rotation respectively 
rotate '' ,Sz t     Sx''' t    . According to the 
geometric relations, it is easy to obtain star image motion 
in APS  and z APSx  axial direction quantity respectively is: 
[9,10] 
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Figure 1. Geometric relationship between the star sensor 
image motion. 
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Because '  is small,  can be treated as 
right triangle, then: 
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In which, 

'' tan( ) 'ppL f                  (5) 

Carries on Taylor series expansion to (3), and takes its 
linear function, then: 
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If the field of view < 10°, , (7) can be 
further simplified to: 
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Finally the image motion expression is: 
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The image moving speed can also be expressed as 
tangential and radial velocity: 
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The S  component can be obtained according to 
transformation relations between coordinate systems： 

T T T[ , , ] [ , , ]bS IbSx Sy Sz Ix Iy Iz      C C T    (11) 

I  is the angular velocity relative to the inertial system 
surveyed by SINS, without error accumulation, but S  
has component error because of the error accumulation 
of Ib

The star image intensity distribution may also be ex-
pressed under polar coordinate system: 
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4. Numerical Analysis of Image Shift 

4.1. Imagemotion Simulation Caused by the 
Change in Attitude Variation 

Carrier attitude angle( 0 0 0, ,   ) is (20°, 3〞/60, 3〞
/600) when viewing the star. Its rate of change , ,      
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is (0.3, 0.05, 0.05) °/s. The exposure time is 0.3 s. Star 
sensor's main focus f = 52 mm. I  can be computed 
according to (13) 
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Tracing a guide star, its serial number, the magn　 i-
tude, the right ascension, the declination respectively is 
637, 3.0 Mv, 2.9227 rad, 0.7764 rad. The position of ref-
erence star in the image plane can be obtained at 6 con-
tinual time points, as shown in Table 1. 

According to the (9) and (10), the image moving ve-
locity value and image motion can be obtained, and pixel 
size is 0.025mm, see Table 2: 

4.2. Moving Star Image Simulation 

According to the need of star image subdivision algo-
rithm, when star energy distribution window size takes 
the 3×3 element, the star energy in the 2 × 2 element 
gathering cannot be lower than 80% (degree of energy 
concentration K = Icenter /Ifacula). For example, when taking 

psf = 0.55, The energy of star signal in the 3 × 3 ele-
ment and 2 × 2 element is: 
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At this time the energy of central element was 0.405; 
the degree of energy concentration was 40.5%; the en-
ergy distribution of Gaussian distribution simulation of 
Star map can be obtained. Energy within the window size 
and energy concentration of k-value is only related with 
parameter PSF  in Gaussian distribution function. 

In star sensor imaging process, if the center of star 
moves, after the migration, Asterism central position can 
be indicated with c x c z . In this 
simulation condition, the center gray of the dynamic is 
only 43.3% of that in static state, and stars image 
grey-scale distribution (size and strength) has also 
changed, as shown in Figure 2. The motion blur star map 
considered image motion, as shown in Figure 3. 

( /x v t v t  2, z  / 2)

5. Conclusions 

Image motion model of star sensor obtained according to 
revolving of star light vector is very direct-viewing, and 
it can quite real simulation celestial chart that collected 
 

Table 1. Six Coordinates on the Plane of Guide Star(mm). 

x -2.406 -2.472 -2.539 -2.605 -2.671 -2.738

z 1.201 1.217 1.233 1.249 1.265 1.281 

Table 2. Image Moving Velocity And Image Drift (Pixel 
Integer). 

Vx -8.72 -8.72 -8.72 -8.72 -8.72 

Vz 1.96 1.96 1.96 1.96 2.0 

L 2.726 2.726 2.726 2.726 2.726 
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Figure 2. The gray ratio of dynamic and static. 
 

 

 

Figure 3. Star map of motion blur considered the image 
motion. 
 
by the star sensor in-orbit rate process. By adjusting the 
input parameters, such as the integration time, three pos-
ture angles and its changing rate, then the guide star in-
formation, image motion, orientation, grayscale distribu-
tion, such as signal-to-noise ratio, can easily be obtained. 
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